
Divorce 2005 

Chapter 2005: Idiotic Woman 

 

Ah Kun could not help but laugh out loud when he heard Du Caiwei’s words Then, he said mockingly, 

“Miss Du Caiwei, it’s important to know one’s own limits. How did you get your identity as the young 

Madam of the Qiu Family? I know what you’re thinking. I’ll only let Fang Xiao go and not you. I think that 

Qiu Yitang definitely won’t have any objections. “ 

“You… ” Du Caiwei was so angry that she was at a loss for words. She could not even answer a single 

sentence. 

She had calculated everything. She really did not expect that this Hooligan, Ah Kun, would have designs 

on her. In the end, he actually refused to let her go. She was really lifting her own stone and smashing 

her own feet. 

Ah Kun completely ignored her anger. Instead, he stretched out his hand and pulled her wrist, not giving 

Du Caiwei a chance to break free. Then, he pulled her to the side of the big stone. 

“Mr. Dongfang, Mr. Qiu, I already know why you are here. Actually, it’s not a big deal. Isn’t it just for 

Miss Fang? Of course, I didn’t hurt a single hair on her head. “ 

Ah Kun looked at Dongfang Yunheng and Qiu Yitang below and said, “of course, I will let her go. That’s 

for sure. But I also have a condition. I hope you can agree to it. “ 

Dongfang Yunheng and Qiu Yitang looked at each other. This scene was not what they had expected. 

Therefore, some things happened suddenly. They did not give the two of them a second to look at each 

other and immediately nodded, indicating that they could listen to what he had to say first. 

“Tell us, what are the conditions? ” Dongfang Yunheng was the first to speak. Without waiting for Ah 

Kun to answer, he continued, “as long as we do not hurt Fang Xiao, as long as the other conditions are 

not too harsh and difficult, we can agree to you. “ 

“Hehehe, CEO Dongfang is a generous person after all. ” When AH KUN heard Dongfang Yunheng say 

this, he immediately felt relieved Then, he looked at the two of them and said, “actually, the conditions 

are very simple. I can let you take Fang Xiao away, but this miss du Caiwei has to stay because I have 

taken a liking to her. Also — “ 

Ah Kun stared at the two of them and said, “I’ll have to trouble you to withdraw the police that you 

brought here. We won’t interfere with each other’s business. We’ll go our own ways and establish our 

own sects. We don’t have to interfere with each other. “ 

Du Caiwei only knew that Qiu Yitang had brought the police here after hearing AH KUN’s words. She 

couldn’t help but growl, “Qiu Yitang, since you’ve brought the police here, then is the marriage 

certificate that you and I have obtained true? Does it have legal force? “ 

“Idiotic Woman, ” Ah Kun answered on Qiu Yitang’s behalf Then, he snorted coldly and said, “is there 

anyone as stupid as you There’s not even a photo of you and him on the marriage certificate Do you 



think that the people from the Civil Affairs Bureau are useless? They just fill in the form outside and it’s a 

marriage certificate This is just to deceive you on purpose. Only a woman like you is stupid enough.” 

Du Caiwei was scolded by Ah Kun and immediately fell silent. She realized that she was indeed stupid 

enough to spend all her efforts to love Qiu Yitang. In the end, he did not treat her with any sincerity. 

Even this marriage certificate.. It was actually a fake. 

Dongfang Yunheng was not the slightest bit interested in the conversation between Ah Kun and Du 

Caiwei. He said coldly, “Ah Kun, do you want to let Fang Xiao go now, or do you want me to send 

someone to take her away? “ 

What Dongfang Yunheng meant was that it was fine if you did not let her in. I can still save Fang Xiao, 

but I’m afraid your path will come to an end. 

Although AH KUN was only a hooligan in Hui city, he had heard of the Dongfang family. The Dongfang 

family had always been a combination of black and white, so he could not afford to offend Dongfang 

Yunheng. 

Chapter 2006: Shooting Yourself in the foot 

 

And so.. He immediately said in a fawning manner, “I’ll put it in right away. But Mr. Dongfang, you have 

to keep your word. The police that you brought with you are already halfway up the mountain, so all of 

them have to be evacuated. Otherwise, at worst, I’ll just die together with your woman. “ 

Dongfang Yunheng frowned slightly Then, he nodded and said, “alright. Since I, Dongfang Yunheng, have 

agreed to it, I will naturally let the police evacuate. But it will only be limited to this one time. In the 

future, if you cause any trouble and the police come looking for you, it will have nothing to do with me, 

Dongfang Yunheng. “ 

Ah Kun nodded. This was a * * * * Deal. It was a different matter. Dongfang Yunheng had already shown 

mercy by agreeing to let him off this time. He definitely could not ask for too much. Otherwise, he might 

really die on this mountain. 

Du Caiwei saw that Ah Kun and Dongfang Yunheng had come to an agreement, and could not help but 

panic. She could not help but shout at Qiu Yitang, “Yitang, you can’t leave me alone? I am your wife, I 

am Caiwei, your favorite Caiwei! “ 

Qiu Yitang stood there silently, turning a deaf ear to Du Caiwei’s shout. It was not that Qiu Yitang did not 

feel sorry for Du Caiwei to have come this far, but it was useless to feel sorry for Du Caiwei, because Du 

Caiwei had already gone mad. 

He was not really heartless towards Du Caiwei. Other than not marrying her, he had actually arranged a 

way out for her. He had even helped her with the immigration procedures, wanting to immigrate her 

abroad. 

However, some people were always so unsatisfied. After thinking it through, they would think it through 

again. As for love, it was something that both parties had to put in their hearts, blindly using tricks to 

deceive. In the end, it would definitely not have a good result. 



Du Caiwei had always wanted to break free from Ah Kun’s hand and run away. Unfortunately, AH KUN 

did not give her such a chance. Ah Kun controlled her with one hand and used the other hand to open 

the door lock of the small wooden house. Then, he pushed the door open. 

Fang Xiao was inside the door. She looked at Du Caiwei who was still struggling under AH KUN’s control. 

Then, she looked at the open door. She was slightly stunned before she quickly walked out of the door. 

“Miss Fang, you can go back now. ” Ah Kun said to Fang Xiao who was walking out of the door quickly. 

“When you go back, remember to tell President Dongfang and President Qiu that I, Ah Kun, did not 

touch a single hair on your head. “ 

Fang Xiao nodded. She turned around and glanced at Du Caiwei, who was still struggling and growling. 

She was a little puzzled. Didn’t Du Caiwei use her to exchange for her marriage with Qiu Yitang It was 

rare that the negotiation did not go through? 

Although she was puzzled, her footsteps did not stop. Du Caiwei was a very scheming woman. Now that 

she was controlled by Ah Kun, perhaps it was the two of them acting. 

With this thought in mind. Fang Xiao even quickened her pace. Originally, she had to slowly slide down 

from the side to get off this big rock, but because she was anxious, she actually walked straight to the 

edge of the cliff. 

Dongfang Yunheng was completely convinced by Fang Xiao. She was actually confused after being 

locked up in a small wooden house for one night. Well, fortunately, he was at the bottom of the cliff and 

could reach out to catch her. 

Qiu Yitang also wanted to reach out to catch Fang Xiao, but unfortunately, Dongfang Yunheng was one 

step ahead of him. Therefore, just as he raised his hand, Dongfang Yunheng’s hand had already come 

into contact with Fang Xiao’s hand at the edge of the cliff. 

Fang Xiao was not heavy, but the cliff was a little steep. Therefore, after her hand was caught by 

Dongfang Yunheng’s hand, she jumped down slightly and directly jumped into Dongfang Yunheng’s 

arms. The two of them immediately gave each other a big hug. 

 


